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What is NUKE?

• NUKE is a node-based digital compositing 
application developed by The Foundry, now part 
of the VFX software powerhouse, Foundry. 

• It provides a platform for artists to composite 
images, 3D elements, and visual effects to create 
seamless and stunning final shots for films, 
commercials, and other media projects.





Node-Based Compositing

• NUKE's node-based workflow allows artists to build 
complex visual effects by connecting various nodes 
representing different processes or operations. Each 
node performs a specific task, such as color 
correction, keying, tracking, or masking. By linking 
these nodes together in a network, artists can 
achieve intricate effects and manipulate images with 
precision.







Features of NUKE

• Compositing Tools: NUKE offers a wide array of tools for 

color correction, masking, tracking, rotoscoping, keying, and 

more, allowing artists to manipulate images and footage in 

detail.

• 3D Compositing: It supports 3D compositing, enabling artists 

to integrate 3D elements seamlessly into live-action footage.

• Extensibility: NUKE's functionality can be extended through 

plugins and scripts, allowing users to customize the software to 

suit their specific needs.



• Collaboration: NUKE provides features for collaborative 

workflows, allowing multiple artists to work on the same project 

simultaneously and efficiently.

• Non-Destructive Workflow: It offers a non-destructive 

workflow, meaning artists can make changes to their 

compositions without altering the original source material.

• High-Quality Output: NUKE supports high-resolution image 

formats and delivers professional-quality output suitable for 

cinema, broadcast, and other media formats.



NUKE's Applications
NUKE is widely used in the film, television, and advertising industries 
for a variety of purposes, including:

• Creating visual effects for films and TV shows

• Compositing green screen footage

• Enhancing and retouching images

• Integrating CGI elements into live-action footage

• Color grading and finishing

NUKE is a powerful compositing software used in the entertainment 
industry for creating stunning visual effects and seamlessly 

integrating CGI elements into live-action footage. Its node-based 
workflow and extensive feature set make it an essential tool for VFX 

artists and compositors worldwide.



Special Effects

• NUKE offers a wide range of tools and techniques for creating 
special effects, including smoke effects, fire effects, and many 
others.

• NUKE provides powerful tools and techniques for creating a 
wide range of special effects, including smoke, fire, explosions, 
and more. Its flexibility, integration, customization options, and 
performance make it a preferred choice for VFX artists and 
compositors working in the film, television, and advertising 
industries.



Smoke Effects:

Smoke effects are commonly used in film and television for various 
purposes, including creating atmosphere, adding drama, simulating fire, 
explosions, or environmental effects.



• Advantages:

• Realism: NUKE provides advanced tools for creating realistic 
smoke effects, allowing artists to control parameters such as 
density, velocity, and turbulence to achieve natural-looking results.

• Integration: NUKE's node-based workflow facilitates seamless 
integration of smoke effects with live-action footage and other 
visual elements.

• Flexibility: Artists have precise control over the appearance and 
behavior of smoke, enabling them to tailor the effect to fit the 
specific requirements of the scene.

• Efficiency: NUKE's efficient processing capabilities enable artists 
to work with large volumes of smoke simulations without 
sacrificing performance.



Fire Effects:

Fire effects are used to simulate flames, explosions, torches, and other fiery 
elements in film, TV, and video games for creating intense action sequences, 
dramatic scenes, or atmospheric effects.



• Advantages:

• Realism: NUKE offers tools for generating realistic fire 
simulations, allowing artists to adjust parameters such as 
temperature, fuel, and turbulence to achieve convincing results.

• Integration: NUKE seamlessly integrates fire effects with live-
action footage and other visual elements, enabling artists to 
composite flames into scenes with precision.

• Control: Artists have granular control over the appearance and 
behavior of fire, including shape, color, intensity, and 
movement, allowing for precise customization to suit the scene's 
requirements.

• Interactivity: NUKE's interactive tools enable artists to 
interactively adjust fire simulations in real-time, facilitating 
creative experimentation and iterative refinement.



Besides smoke and fire effects, NUKE offers tools for creating a 
wide range of other special effects, including:

• Explosions: Simulating explosive blasts, shockwaves, and 
debris.

• Water Effects: Creating water simulations, splashes, and 
underwater environments.

• Particle Effects: Generating particle systems for various 
effects such as rain, snow, dust, and magic spells.

• Lightning Effects: Simulating lightning strikes, electrical 
discharges, and energy effects.

• Atmospheric Effects: Generating fog, mist, haze, and other 
atmospheric phenomena to enhance the mood and ambiance of 
a scene.



Advantages of Using NUKE for Special Effects:

• Node-Based Workflow: NUKE's node-based approach allows for 
flexible and efficient creation and manipulation of complex effects.

• Integration: NUKE seamlessly integrates special effects with live-
action footage and other visual elements, enabling realistic 
compositing.

• Customization: NUKE offers extensive control over effect parameters, 
enabling artists to tailor effects to fit the specific requirements of the 
scene.

• Performance: NUKE's efficient processing capabilities enable artists to 
work with large, high-resolution effects without sacrificing 
performance.

• Collaboration: NUKE supports collaborative workflows, allowing 
multiple artists to work on the same project simultaneously, facilitating 
teamwork and efficiency.



Particle system
• Particle systems are a fundamental component of visual effects 

(VFX) in the film, television, and gaming industries. They are 
used to simulate a wide range of phenomena such as fire, 
smoke, explosions, rain, snow, dust, sparks, and magical 
effects. NUKE offers several tools and techniques for creating 
and manipulating particle systems to achieve desired visual 
effects.

• Particle systems are simulations of individual particles that 
collectively create complex visual effects when combined. These 
particles can have attributes such as position, velocity, size, 
color, lifespan, and behavior. By controlling these attributes and 
how particles interact with each other and their environment, 
artists can create a wide variety of effects.





Applications of Particle Systems:

• Natural Phenomena: Simulating natural phenomena such as 
rain, snow, smoke, fire, dust, and clouds.

• Explosions and Pyrotechnics: Creating explosive effects, 
sparks, and debris.

• Magic and Fantasy: Generating magical effects such as spells, 
energy bursts, and transformations.

• Atmospheric Effects: Adding atmosphere and ambiance to 
scenes with effects like fog, mist, and haze.

• Motion Graphics: Creating dynamic motion graphics elements 
such as trails, splashes, and flowing patterns.



NUKE's Particle System Tools:

• Particle Generators: Tools for emitting particles into the scene, such as the 
Particle Emitter node, which emits particles based on specified parameters like 
position, velocity, and rate.

• Particle Modifiers: Nodes for modifying particle attributes over time or based 
on certain conditions, such as the Particle Bounce node, which simulates 
particles bouncing off surfaces.

• Forces and Fields: Tools for applying forces and fields to particles to control 
their movement and behavior, such as wind, gravity, turbulence, and vortex 
forces.

• Collisions and Interactions: Nodes for handling collisions between particles 
and other objects in the scene, such as the ParticleCollider node, which detects 
collisions and triggers responses like bouncing or sticking.

• Rendering and Visualization: Techniques for rendering particles with 
different styles and effects, including motion blur, depth of field, and shading 
options.





Particle Emitter

• The Particle Emitter node is designed to emit particles into the 

scene based on user-defined parameters. These particles can 

simulate various effects such as smoke, fire, sparks, rain, snow, 

and magical effects.

• The Particle Emitter node offers controls for adjusting the 

behavior, appearance, and emission characteristics of the 

particles. Users can manipulate parameters like emission shape, 

velocity, rate, lifespan, and initial properties of the emitted 

particles.



Key Parameters

• Position: Specifies the position in the scene from which particles are emitted. 
This can be a point, a surface, a volume, or along a path.

• Velocity: Determines the initial speed and direction of the emitted particles. 
This parameter controls how particles move once emitted.

• Rate: Controls the rate at which particles are emitted per unit of time. It 
defines how many particles are generated over a given period.

• Lifespan: Sets the duration for which particles remain active before they 
disappear. This parameter determines how long each particle exists in the 
scene.

• Shape: Defines the shape from which particles are emitted. Users can choose 
from various shapes like points, spheres, cylinders, cones, or custom 
geometries.

• Color and Size: Allows users to specify the initial color and size of the emitted 
particles. This parameter controls the appearance of particles upon emission.

• Variation: Provides options to add variation to particle attributes such as 
velocity, size, lifespan, and color. This adds randomness to the particle system, 
making it more natural and organic.



Particle Interactor

• The Particle Interactor node simulates the effects of forces or 

interactions on particles based on their proximity to specified 

objects or areas within the scene.

• It allows users to define custom effects such as turbulence, 

attraction, repulsion, and vortexes that influence the behavior 

and motion of particles.

• The ParticleInteractor node is commonly used to simulate 

natural phenomena such as wind, turbulence, gravity, and 

magnetic fields that influence the behavior of particles.



• It is also utilized in creating special effects such as magical 

spells, energy fields, fluid dynamics, and dynamic environments 

where particles interact with each other and their surroundings.

• Users can define interaction zones within the scene where 

particle interactions occur. These zones can be shaped and 

sized to match the requirements of the effect being simulated.

• Parameters for controlling the strength and falloff of interactions 

between particles and objects or forces. This allows artists to 

fine-tune the intensity and range of particle interactions.





Particle Deflector

• The Particle Deflector node simulates collisions between 

particles and specified surfaces or objects within the scene.

• When particles come into contact with a deflector surface, 

their trajectories are altered based on the deflection angle 

and intensity specified by the user.

• The Particle Deflector node is commonly used to simulate 

collisions with surfaces such as floors, walls, obstacles, and 

boundaries within a scene.



• It is also utilized in creating dynamic simulations of particle 

behavior, including bouncing, rolling, sliding, and scattering 

effects.

• Users can define surfaces or objects within the scene that act 

as deflectors for particles. These surfaces can be simple 

geometries or complex objects imported from 3D modeling 

software.

• Parameters for controlling the angle and intensity of particle 

deflection upon collision with deflector surfaces. This allows 

artists to adjust how particles interact with the surfaces, 

including bouncing, sliding, or sticking behaviors.
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